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About This Game

Merrily Perilly is a game about crisis. You play as Perry, a severely dehydrated man who stumbles into a remote village in
search of help, but the inhabitants respond with strange detachment to your trouble. You may think that the nearby fountain is a
safe means to quench your dire thirst, but you would soon find yourself in search of aid for a snake bite. And before you know

it, you will be chased by bees, fending off bears, cursed by gypsies, and most likely on fire.

Merrily Perilly plays like a top down adventure game where you must resolve the perpetual perils that afflict Perry by
interacting with the townsfolk and environment. Through exploration and experimentation, the nonlinear narrative branches and

intersects into many paths leading to several distinct endings.
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merrily merrily

Remember the old coin-op, low-res hack-and-slash games of yesteryear? So does the dev of Mahluk: Dark Demon! Remember
the charmingly bare-bones mechanics, the simple-yet-enjoyable gameplay, the relentless side-scrolling from left to right, with
just a wee bit of up and down? Yep, he fondly remembers all that too!

  Remember the way that you only had so many "lives", and if you died, you went all the way back to the beginning of a level?
Remember the punishing difficulty, from practically the word "go", where you have that one tricky jump which takes two
minutes to get back to, even if you're starting to speed-run the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing level and ignore all the juicy
collectables along the way, just so you can get back and try\/die in that one spot yet, yet, yet again?! Yup. The developer of
Mahluk: Dark Demon remembers that like it was only yesterday. Shame he had to be such an
unforgiving\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and follow that old-school formula to the absolute
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing letter.

  Since the advent of semi-frequent checkpoints and permanent saves, I really don't need games to be this unforgiving any more.
If I want unforgiving, I can get a job, or receive marks back from my university lecturers. I still want games to be a teeny, tiny
bit of FUN, goshdarnit. And doing the same few minutes of a level over and over and over again is no longer my idea of fun. It
ain't the 80s any more.

  Trust me, there's a lot of recent gaming trends which I dislike as much as anyone - hell, seemingly more than just about
EVERYONE - like "open world" games where you grind for eighty hours and buy houses to put "wives" into and pick up and
buy and sell stuff 'til the friggin' cows come home. And I don't mind the odd bit of primitive graphics, sound and gameplay as a
bit of an antidote to the mega-uber production values we're all so accustomed to these days. But the "spirit" of old-school
gaming doesn't need to mean implementing every single limitation of those old games which I thought we'd gratefully left
behind DECADES ago. Give me a sword-and-sorcery version of Limbo any day.

  I'm certainly not going to give this game a thumbs-down, as it has a nice sense of "style" and certainly does what it sets out to
achieve. And what it sets out to achieve is admirable enough, it's just sadly not quite my "thing". Maybe it'll be YOUR thing?

  I think I've told you all you need to know. Suffice it to say, only stubbornly stone-age era (aka "hardcore") gamers need apply.
Wusses like yours truly should probably just stick to games which - while they don't necessarily "hold our hands" - at least give
us a leg-up every once in a while.

  Serkan Bakar, you are one truly ruthless mother-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er. Congrats on the game, one way or another.

Verdict: 6.5\/10.

(PS "Our old retro style addicting game will be now one of your top favorite free adventure games." Last time I checked, $1.19
USD on sale wasn't anyone's definition of "free". You may want to remove this from the Store page description before the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hordes come out to play in the forums, my friend, hahaha...). I really really could go
without this game but i got it from a retro pack checked it out thinking it was fun it wasnt really it was ok but i would support
some other game.. Very funny if you play it with your friends. For an EA, I was expecting that it wouldn't be perfect, but the
fails actually made the game funny, so that's why, you should try it if you wanna laugh.. Dead End Junction is a kinetic novel
done in the form of a comic book. The setting is an alternate universe, similar to the U.S. Old West shortly after the Civil War.

I found it entertaining and hope the developers continue the story. With 9 hours of reading time (and I'm a fast reader), the price
was very reasonable. Also, this is not anime style, it's more a western comic book.

For those who normally skip the credits, the "ending" of Dead End Junction is after the credits. So, don't just close the window
when the credits start rolling!

For those looking for nudity, H scenes, etc, none in here at all, so look elsewhere.. You like gun's?
We got em.

Oh you're into hectic game's huh?
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We got you covered baby!. Great, if I could get past a certain point. Having issues with AMD 15.7.1 drivers (i5 4440 & R9 390
runs it at 1080p/60fps). I am a simple person.
You give me nep, I give you money.
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Simply... awesome, My favourite game is Hotline Miami... and, A COMIC?!

Its fantastic try to join 1 and 2... simply awesome.. I admit, I bought this impulsively when I saw "Ryan North."

Then I saw all the other art credits, and I immediately bought a gift copy, too (it doesn't hurt that it's so inexpensive).

I've just now finally, actually played it.

I was not disappointed! What a blast. Sure, it's an interactive book, but it's funny. This may also be the nerdiest take on
Shakespeare I've ever seen.

It was also kind of fun trying to guess who drew what.

10/10, will invent central heating again.. ONE WORD..."BEAUTIFUL". I've played this game before with a friend, saw it was
on sale :) Atmospheric and good to play with others, creepy! I think someone mentioned the 'movement wasn't fluid' but it
seems fine to me.

Has a lot of potential!. A solid premise, destroyed by terrible beat detection. More often than not this flaw makes play next to
impossible. If you want a real music game, buy Beat Hazard and never look back.. For me this is one of the most helpful DLCs
Kalypso has released for Tropico 5 because in the colonial era it's excellent to build the first industry (Creamery) and earn
money by trading. If You never had problems with using PC or running games this game is totally for You :P
It's funny :) Worth to buy on sale for some laugh :). Protect your zeppelin, upgrade or replace your on-board weapons and shoot
down as many planes as you can before time runs out or before they destroy your cargo. It's a form of tower defense, but very
basic and easy. After each level you have the opportunity to add new weapons or replace existing ones with unlocked or
upgraded guns. The graphics look poor and there's practically no sound (the thunder and guns are the only sounds that come to
mind actually). I wouldn't really recommend it to anyone.

[Rating: 65\/100]
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